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QUIET HOUR RULE
FOUND UNPOPULAR
Referendum On Recent Legi
lation Shows Support Of
8 P.M. Registration
Wellesley returned to find the t
ported change in evening quiet hours
'
tillcMfTrTy*MJVeiled by dissention and
dissatisfaction with the rulings of
ate. The referendum called on
recent social legislation proved tin
leae almost unanimously in favor (
8.00 P.M. registration, but a large
majority opposed the accompanying
change in quiet hours. Students of
Severance Hall first voiced the gen-
eral feeling of discontent with the new
rules and organized a petition for a
referendum. In accordance with this,
on Thursday evening, January 10, the
entire student body voted upon the
The balloting offered a possibility of
three choices: One could express ap-
proval of the legislation in its entirety,
approval of the eight o'clock rule and
of continuous quiet hour from eight
o'clock on; or one could express ap-
proval of the change in quiet hours and
disapproval of the extension of regis-
tration rule; or one could express ap-
proval of the registration rule extended
to eight o'clock and express disapproval
of the continuous quiet rule. These
choices were designated by numbers;
one, two, and three, respectively. No-
anett was the only house to cast a ma-
jority vote for >.he whole proposition,
but the other big freshmen houses,
Washington and Eliot, showed a large
minority favoring it.
of the referendum at its next meeting.
Stone-Davis Hall Delights
Newly Assembled Households
The households of Stone-Davis are
almost settled. At least they have
made remarkable progress towards the
goal of established comfort in the
midst of a mass of trunks, boxes, paper,
plaster, and wandering workmen. For
the first few days after vacation they
had the place to themselves. Now that
they are unpacked and arranged, the
sign denying entrance to non-residents
visitors are flocking to see the famous
"curved halls" and "cut-up rooms."
The snow has given a kind of per-
manence to the new building. It has
settled on the peaks and sharply slop-
ing roofs as if it were quite accustomed
to lie there; it has hidden the mud ter-
!thei
"The
; ;als are good; the eYvatoi->
work; the telephone service for each
floor is heavenly; and the showers per-
form perfectly and most pleasantly,"
says at least one corner of Davis. Evi-
dently the "New Dorm" is destined to
be popular.
Probably everyone knows the answer
to the old question, Are the houses con-
nected? Yes, one can walk from one to
the other, past the roaring ventilating
shaft, on every floor except the first,
where the common kitchen interferes.
The dining rooms are almost identi-
cal, large whitish rooms each with a
fire place at the far end (a helpful item
for the designers of Christmas dinner-
pageants) and a bay window nook for
the Faculty Table. It is rumored, by
the way, that the excellent ventilation
forces the faculty to wear hair-nets
and non-blowable clothes or to move.
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 1)
Professor Ferguson Holds
Botanical Society Office
Professor Margaret C. Ferguson,
Chairman of the Botany Depart-
ment, received during the Christ-
mas holidays the unique honor of
beinp elected to an office never held
meeting of the Botanical Sueiety
of America held in New York City,
in connection with the meetings of
other sections of the American As-
sociation for the Advancement of
Science, Professor Ferguson was
elected President of the Botanical
Society for the year 1929. The So-
cio: v includes the most prominent
botanists of the United States and
Canada, and the high office of Pres-
ident has never before been held by
Scientist Demands Religion
In Accord With Discoveries
During the week of December 27, the
American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science held conferences at
Columbia University on subjects in-
cluding "nearly every classification of
the scientific alphabet from astronomy
to zoology." Controversial ground was
entered when Harry Elmer Barnes,
professor of Sociology at Smith, spoke
on "Medical Science versus Religion
as a Guide to Life." Theology, accord-
ing to Professor Barnes, is to be sup-
planted by mental hygiene, and rules
which
will The
idea of God must be supplanted by one
"such as Dr. Fosdick might work out
in the light of the astrophysical con-
ceptions of Shapley and Michelson, and
the study of atoms and electrons by
Bohr, Planck, and Millikan.
. .
Chris-
tian solemnity should be replaced by
the frank joy of life."
The ten commandments should be
examined, and if they do not "square
with the best natural and social science
of the present time," they also should
be scrapped. The very idea of sin is
no longer valid, for it is impossible wil-
fully to go against God, when it is
"difficult to prove the \
a God, and even more difficult
this God for our petty and ephemeral
planet. Psychoanalysts have shown
phv.-ical attributt
mental development."
Professor Barnes' declaration was not
only attacked by the clergy, in the per-
son of Cardinal Hayes, but Dr. Henry
Fairfield Osborn, president of the
A. A. A. S., repudiated his statements
er who spoke on a non-scientific
subject." Dr. Osborn felt that it was
r that the personal opinions of
Professor Barnes should have the ap-
pearance of coming from the whole
assembly and felt that this expression
inappropriate in a scientific gath-
ering. He also stated that there is
no reason for conflict between science
and religion. Later
joined with another organisation
the
Advance Along Other Lines
Many important contributions of a
purely scientific nature were revealed
pers read at the various meetings.
Abel and Jensen, of Johns Hopkins
University, reported the isolation of the
: principle or hormone controlling
in the human body. This is a
step to the synthesis of the hormone,
hich will make the treatment of dia-
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 2-3)
COMING EVENTS
On Wednesday, February 23, at 4:40,
in Room 124 Founders Hall, Miss Tay-
lor of the Shady Hill School, Cam-
bridge, will speak on Teaching in a
Progressive ScJiool. Miss Taylor will
bring samples of the children's work to
illustrate her lecture. The Shady Hill
School is known throughout the coun-
try for its progressive work.
\=\
On Saturday, January 19, the Wel-
ley Choir and the Amherst Glee Club
will sing in a joint concert. The
will be held in Alumnae Hall and will
begin at 8 o'clock; late dancing will
follow. Wellesley will sing some of the
selections that were heard in the New
V' ik program and some new one
chiding another set oi Bra)i!;i wai
A. K. X. MOVIE
On Friday evening January 18, a
movie program under the auspices of
A- K. X. will be sho vn at Alumnae
Hall. The feature of ;he evening wil
be William Haines in The Smart Set
This picture is in the usual rollicking
Haines
-tvle and conce ns a polo game
a beautiful girl, and i very conceitec
young man.
Another comedy, probably of the Our
Gang variety, will be shown, also a
news reel. Tickets wi . be sold at the
door and by girls who will come to the
dormitories. The pric of admission is




Andres Segovia, who will give a re-
cital at Alumnae Hall tonight, is the
world's foremost artist on the guitar.
In his hands the guitar becomes a great
lich not only interprets
spirit of Spain but even
has a suggestion of lute, harpsichord,
or of organ when it plays from the old
Masters. Segovia succeeds in creating
a flow of tone which seems almost
bow-drawn in quality and he also can
play several notes on one pluck which
is a rare and almost impossible feat
for most guitarists.
Although he has had immense pop-
ularity in Europe for years, he was
practically unknown when he came to
America in 1927, at which time he re-
ceived a huge ovation and played twen-
ty concerts in one month in New York
City alone. He plays Bach, Handel,
Mozart, and Schubert on his guitar, in
addition to the works, of Spanish com-
posers such as Malats, Albeniz, Grana-
dos and others. Many of the modern
Mary Austin, Student
Of Indian Customs And
Folk-Lore, To Speak
Mary Austin, distinguished writer of
prose and verse, student of Indian lore,
author of the new books of poems. The
Children Sin in The Far West,
speak at Wellesley tomorrow afternoon
at 4:40 in Billings Hall on American
Fiction and the Pattern of American
Life.
varied personality. Those who may
have read in current periodicals her
vigourous protest against the invasion
of Santa Fe, beloved of artist and liter-
ary folk, by a so-called "cultural
colony," may have pictured her as a
militant crusader standing at the city
portals with a Thou Shalt Not Pass
ier shield. But those
ie at Casa Querida, chatting
friends or baking savory tea-
to him. Samuel ChotzinofT
The New York World, says, "Segovie
ist be heard to be believed, this mar
a genius of the guitar. The instru-
nt in his hands seems to have nc
whatever."
Segovia is rather liki
Drn-iimmed spectacles
and modern dress," He uses
dels of guitars in his recitals
regular viol shaped
other a variation of it. Both have
strings and are played by the fing<
his left hand had achieved marvell<
dexterity in fingering, and his rij
hand is equally remarkable for I
tones which it produces. The guitar
a solo instrument seems strange
most of us, but through Segovia it
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She has many enthusiasms i tK i
deep devotions. Among tnem are
for the land itself, of which
valley and mesa, every quivering
and desert cactus seems familiar
—that land lying between
and the Rio Grande rivers, for the
rightful inheritors of that soil from
both the Spanish and the Indian civili-
zations with all they have poured into
it of life-blood, religious fervor and na-
tive, unimitated art; and finally for
those interpretations of American life
in the world of contemporary letters
which seem to her real and significant.
It is this last-named interest which
concerns Mrs. Austin at Wellesley. She
is speaking also at Mt. Holyoke and at
Yale University; before the Twentieth
Century Club and the Ford Hall Forum
in Boston. Although she is particularly
eager to speak to college students, it is
no idle surmise that older people of
both town and college will want to
J. H. B.
And the Flu will get you
if you don't watch out
Dig out the woolen stockings.
Never forsake your galoshes. And
let the Infirmary be your confidante
if you sneeze, and you won't be the
one to increase the ranks of the in-
capacitated. The return of the na-
tives to Campus this year was sadly
depleted. Seventy-six girls re-
mained behind to cough. By order
of Miss Pendleton all students show-
ing any signs of a cold-in-the-head
reported to the Infirmary Clinic the
first day after vacation, Over a
hundred were treated. The Infirm-
ary's twenty beds were found in-
adequate; eleven more were added.
On Saturday night twenty-one beds
were occupied. However, Wellesley
has had a mild battle compared
with other colleges which have been
forced to close early and open late
during the Christmas holidays, and
the situation has visibly improved
COLLEGE TO HEAR
FAMOUS STATESMAN
Senor Madariaga Will Consider
The Problems Of Disarma-
ment On Monday
On Monday evening, January 21, at
eight o'clock in Alumnae Hall, Welles-
ley will have the privilege of hearing
an address on the subject of "Disarma-
ment Obstacles, Results and Prospects,"
by a noted Spanish author and states-
man, Senor Salvador de Madariaga.
Many will remember him for his bril-
liant study of national psychology, en-
titled "Englishmen, Frenchmen, and
Spaniards" in a recent issue of The
Atlantic Monthly. Prior to his accep-
tance last year of the Chair of Span-
ish Studies at Oxford University, Senor
de Madariaga was connected with the
staff of the League of Nations at Gen-
Joining the secretariat in 1921, he
became in the following year Chief
position he played an invaluable part
reduction of arms in the world. He
assisted in the negotiations between
Lord Ceil and M. de Jouvenal which led
ultimately to the memorable Four-
teenth Resolution—the basis' of all dis-
armament work, Senor de Madariaga's
official capacity necessitated his par-
ticipation in the meetings uf the Third
Committee of every Assembly which
de Madariaga .>: ecrjcary of the sub-
committee which put this historic
document in its final form.
Though eminent as a statesman
Senor de Madariaga is probably even
better known as an author. Among his
books which have been published in
English are: Shelley and Calderon and
(Continued on Page 2, Column 1)
The Matthison-Kennedy-Gage
Players Will Appear Here
The Matthison-Kennedy-Gage Play-
ers will present The Admiral here in
Alumnae Hall on January 22. ' The
play is a play for adventurers, written
by Charles Rann Kennedy. It is a
comedy of the year 1492, or "What to
do with a new world," and a "trumpet-
call to citizenship, a plea for patriotism
word—the sense of Magna Carta, of the
Declaration of Independence." G. K.
Chesterton's Weekly says, "The Ad-
miral is an unflinching presentment of
the eternal duel between woman and
man, the one reaching out to experi-
ments, dark, dreadful, and dangerous;
the other seeking to curb his desire for
the unknown, and keep him in safe,
well-trodden paths." It is the "price
and profit of discovering new worlds."
The cast includes:
A Queen Edith Wynne Matthison
A Girl Margaret Gage
A Sailor ..Charles Rann Kennedy
This company of three noted players
places the emphasis on the play itself.
The setting and lighting are non-essen-
No matter if the play is set in
it is modern with a problem of
immediate world-importance.
Edith Wynne Matthison (Mrs. Charles
lann Kennedy) is regarded as one of
he consummate artists of the day.
Equally gifted in comedy and tragedy,
ler work is characterized by exquisite
psychological truth and subtlety, emo-
tional mastery and matchless form.
ntinued on Page 2, Column 3)
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
FOREIGN STUDENTS TO ENACT
ORIENTAL NEW YEAR FESTIVAL
Li Ying Shen, president of the Cos-
mopolitan Club, has spent most of her
vacation preparing for Cliinese Night,
the next meeting of the club on Janu-
ary 18. She intends to have the first
part of the evening occupied by a
speaker who will talk on that subject
vital
their status in China.
The rest of ;he meeting will turn
Agora for one 1 our into a veritable bit
of China. For this purpose the Society
house is to be decorated and lighted as
an Oriental ho ne. and all guests will
be requested to wear the national cos-
tume if possible. Many Chinese stu-
dents who have their native dress at
Wellesley will I nd them to others.
Chinese New Year and the students
will try to portray each event of the
all day festival. The morning greeting
between members of the family is a
ritual with each word decreed by cus-
tom. Breakfast consists of a certain
white cake used only on New Year's
morning. Following this comes the
solemn ceremony of ancestor worship.
In the afternoon it is customary as
it is in the West to pay New Year's
calls. Relatives especially pay their re-
spects by personal visits and the re-
ception of the guests will be shown in




ler and the Marchioness'
Gamp" and the other lamp lights
"Uriah Heep" and "Tiny Tim.
Now that there are curta
chairs, pillows, puffs, bridge lamps
regulation lamps are attached,
stools, pictures, pottery, and gay
mats, we can appreciate how
Stone-Davis is. The odd-cornered
peculiarly narrowed rooms are ri
shelved-room on the second
;one, called a Library Room
penter's blueprint, boasts de-
lightful nooks and ledges on which to
cherish precious things.
What do you think? The shower
At tea time the audience is to be in-
cluded among the guests of the family
Fruit, candy and cakes in the Chinese
mode, and tea certainly, will be served
Finally there will be distributed the
traditional New Year's gift package
corresponding to the American Christ-
mas stocking. The package filled with
sweetmeats and small gifts is placed
beneath the pillow of each child a:




(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
Other Essays cm Spanish and English,
Other Contemporary Spanish Litera-
ture, Spanish Folk Songs, and The
Sacred Giraffe. Books now in prepara-
tion are: Spain and Disarmament.
The July, August, October, and No-
vember issues of The Forum carry
articles by Senor de Madariaga.
Although a Spaniard, Professor de
Madariaga has a command of English
excelled by few English ar Ame
public speakers. Listening to hin
dress an audience, however, oi
struck not so much by his fluent
tery of polished English as bj
keenness and subtlety of his inti
His analysis of a subject is at
lucid, searching, and suggestive. Cut-
ting away extraneous and irrel
the heart of a problem. His treatment
of the disarmament question is bound
to be both informative and penetrating.
The lecture is under the auspices of
the Spanish Department and the
lege Lecture Committee, and al
cordially invited to attend.
(Continued from Page 1, Column 1)
ished almost identically. There are
plenty of chairs, comfortable ones, of
many varying hues, designed to suit all
tastes. One wonders where the piano
is to be; it has been suggested that it
be put in the kitchen and connected
with- the living room by a neat hole,
and there is room for a hole. For a
time we thought that Stone Hall lacked
a duplicate of the Davis lamp decor-
ated with ravishing signs of the Zodiac.
DR. GRAHAM TO BE SPEAKER
FOR 1929 WEEK OF PRAYER
For many years Wellesley has set
aside one week each winter as a Week
of Prayer. The tradition was begun
when students felt a need to prepare
for the universal day of prayer estab-
lished by the World's Christian Student
Federation; prayer groups were organ-
in the dormitories for the pre-
ceding week. After a few years the
plan was expanded; and mem
the faculty led services in the
. the afternoons of the Week
In 1916 the committee in charge of
eek of Prayer found that
failed to fulfill its possibilities
spiration, that it was regarded merely
as an added duty when i
meeting a real need. They
make out of the older
sort of clearing house of doubt ar
faith." in which a strong leader migl
student. Dr. Raymond Calkins of
Cambridge was the speaker for the
first of these new Weeks of Praye:
For twelve years the Week of Prayer
has fulfilled its new functions. On five
afternoons, usually in February, Wei
lesley students have heard lectures oi
subjects of vital spiritual interest, an<
during the evenings they have had ai
opportunity to discuss these subjects
with their leader and
New Ideas About Universe
In the realm of astronomoy, Adz
of the Wilson observatory, sum^ests
interesting possibility that space i
be limited, that ours may be a "clo:
in universe." This is based on ob
vation of the speed of a spiral neb
2500 miles per second, which must
a relativity effect. This is a further
corroboration of the Einstein theory.
If a person could travel like light,
would probably reach the point
which he started. Another report told
of the transparency of intergalactic
space, making possible great
of vision with larger telescopes.
Psychologists reported that Vassar
girls laugh most
uperiority.'
ose who laughed least of j
; cause in humor" were rated as Vas
's brightest minds. Knight Dunlap
Johns Hopkins attacl
i psychoanalysts who
by other psychologists of note. Pape
read concerning subjects of inte:
i botanists, geologists, and sciei
)f many other specialties.
as a part of the Week's program. The
subject of the meetings has constantly
been chosen to meet the spiritual needs
of the day; in 1917-18, for instance, the
topic, inspired by A.
into the World War
World Challenge to Chns;i,inily
This year the Week of Prayer, taking
place from February
led by the Rev. Dr. Thomas Wesley
Graham. Dr. Graham has been since
1920 professor of homiletics in the
Graduate School of Oberlin College,
and since 1923 Dean of the Graduate
School of Theology. He has acted as
college preacher at several institutions,
including Bryn Mawr College, the Uni-
versity of Minnesota, Cornell Univer-
sity, and the University of Michigan.
During the war Dr. Graham was sec-
retary of the Army Y. M. C. A. at Fort
Snelling, Minnesota and in Paris. In
1925, he edited The Story of Jesus. He
has often lectured a
the World's Student
ciation; and that
colleges, makes him especially fit to
conduct Wellesley's Week of Prayer, an
whose purpose is to direct
mulate spiritual activity.
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
:es easier and cheaper than by the
irces. Dr. Michael Levine reported
including cancers, which he
to giant cells containing an
abnormal number of chromosomes.
These appear when a nucleus splits and
followed by cell division.




I lines, taking in the drama of ancienl
Greece, the mediaeval mysteries anc
moralities, Shakespeare, old comedy
and best moderns."
Charles Rann Kennedy is a drama-
tist, actor and producer. He has brok-
en new dramatic ground, founded a
new technique. Among his well-knowr
plays are The Servant in the House
The Terrible Meek, The Chastening
The Admiral and The Salutation.
Margaret Gage is a young artist o:
unusual ability. She was trained by
the Kennedys and her
have been extraordinary. She ha
peared in six Greek tragic roles
speare's Viola, and Mary in The Ser
This company has joined together i:
a protest against the existing commer
cial theatre. Their aim is, on the on
. the other, whole
THE NEW YORK TIMES ADVISES
SCIENCE AND THE HUMANITIES
the annual
Sir
Ramsay, the discoverer of helium, held
in Glasgow last month, the presiding
officer, Dr
lenge to the classicists,' why a young
man who was going
sity without the intention of entering
a profession should not 'take a science
course instead of classics, history and
law.' His own position, while sug-
gested by this question, is made quite
sr into the hu-
las affected the
history of man's physical, social and
political development. Again, he asks:
'Does it not give one to think' that
when the Curies were married they
brought back with them from their
honeymoon radioactive uranium pitch-
rom which they isolated radi-
discovered that it gave off an
emanation of helium? But this is not
> science embodied
pandemic. The specialist, as Dr.
Willard Sperry defines him in an ar-
the current Yale Review, is one
trying to make his private truth
er of common knowledge." It
then becomes a theme for art and for
history.
"The study of the technique of
science is another matter. Education
should still be concerned not so much
'with experiment or description or
craftsman skill as with principles and
H. A. L. Fisher, Warden of New Col-
lege, former Minister of Education, as
to the value of science as a training for
politicians is of special interest at the
"Politics demand;
language, a knowledge of men and
similar qualities. I do not think that
science has a monopoly in developing
such qualities any more than any other
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Waban Block Wellesley I
Tel. Wei. 0566




The Academic Year for 1929-30 ope/is
Monday, October 7, 1929.
Summer School— Monday, July I,
through Saturday, August 3.
Henry Atherton Frost— Director
Beautiful and new are the gifts in the
SHOP OF BARBARA GORDON
Gifts of charm and distinction
ARCADE - WELLESLEY
$j£ XLhc Blue Dragon ^
60 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.
11.00 A.M. to 7J0 P.M. Sunday, 5JO to 730 P.M.




To show strikingly how the enor-
mous buying power of File
Boston brings savings dil
at this shop.
Her Jersey Turban, $1.95
'Le dernier cri
quand il neige"
wool jersey, yellow, greet
rose, or white, $1.95.
blue, black
Her Leather Coat, $10.95
So warm (beincr plaid wo
so smart (having a glossy




Her Pullon Sweater, $4
Of very good quality jer sey, in red,
bine, green or tan, $4.
Her Ski Breeches, $5
Corduroy, with knitted
green, red, black, navy or rowrTw.
'"
Her Skating Sox, $1
Wooly, wooly, so warm a
looking, with either pla
green or blue, $1
u like, red,
Her Mitten., $1




Since 1870. when the soldiers o
Pope were defeated by the troops of
King Vittorio Emanuele I. Momentous,
the Papacy has been without temporal
power and the Pope has been "the
prisoner of the Vatican." There are
signs in Rome that this situation may
shortly be changed, according to Time.
"Five basic points have been substan-
tially agreed upon" between representa-
tives of Dictator Benito Mussolini and
Pope Pius XI.
First—That the State cede to the
Holy See a plot of territory west of the
Vatican, including a section of the
Rome-Viterbo Railway and the old St.
Peter's Station.
Second—That absolute sovereignty
over this territory be vested in the
Pope, inhabitants of the new Papal
State being deemed subjects not of the
King of Italy but of the Supreme
Pontiff.
Third—That the Holy See delegate
suitable territory in the new Papal
State to the Italian State for purposes
of civic administration.
Fourth—That the Italian Treasury
pay to the Papal Treasury 1,000,000 lire
in reparation for the numerous seizures
of Papal property in 1870.
Fifth—That the Papal State and the
Italian State formally recognize one
another and exchange amba.v-nclorp
"intellectual stock-
ON CAMPUS
Mis> Miller, of the History Depart-
ment, gave an illustrated lecture Fri-
day evening, January 11. Her topic
was the Seljurkian Turkish architec-
ture of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth
Centuries. The slides showed the vari-
ous types of architecture of the
mosques and mausoleums, and espe-
cially featured wood and stone carvings
around the doorways. Miss Miller ex-
plained that the Turks never use life in
their designs, but rather have geo-
slides
metric patterns which show
Orr.-k simplicity Although
shown Friday night were not colored.
Miss Miller described the color effects
which the Turks achieve with the use
of colored stones in the mosaic work.
Sometime later in the year, Miss Mil-
ler hopes to show her entire collection
of very beautifully colored slides, of
which she has about a hundred and
fifty.
r=]
Promptly after vacation the Shop
Club "got down to business" with a
meeting Thursday, January 10, which
included dinner at Tower Court, and
later an interesting meeting over which
Miss Kendrick presided. Miss Appleton
5 History Department told of the
of a colonial agent, and Miss
Jackson talked on the fragments of the
Dante manuscript which is the latest
on to the Plimpton collection in
taking," to clarify
jn:iki!i:: the
and to co-ordinate the en-
the common purpose of
world a better place to live
in" has been planned by the American
Philosophical Society. The Commit-
tee, appointed to make a world survey
among others the presidents of five
colleges: Swarthmore, University of
California, Cornell, Rice Institute,
Dropsie College, Philadelphia. The pur-
pose of the inventory was stated by
the President, according to The C
tion Science Monitor, "In a d:
natural and proper specialization such
an organization serves as a stabilizer
and a means for helping to make rr
clear the relation between man and
environment, and the place of the
dividual in the scheme of human
ganization." In selecting the committee
the society has attempted to covt
branches of learning and all sec
of the United States.
r=]
Miss Judith B. Williams spent the
part of her vacation which was not
taken up by influenza, at the meeting
of the American Historical Society in
Indianapolis. She was appointed to a
committee which will endeavor to bring
the modern historians in closer touch
with each other than heretofore. Many
of the papers at the meeting dealt with
the problem of proper teaching of his-
tory. The need for breaking down of
too rigid classifications of subjects was
also considered. The President of the
Association. A. H. Breasted, presided.
Agora at 5:45 and during
carried on a discussion.
student points of view
?d on the subject of: the
The Old Ironsides in
the Boston Navy Yard is almost com-
pleted. The ship will be as nearly like
the original as possible. The old tim-
bers and fittings have been duplicated.
From the pieces of her original hull,
which are not being used in recon-
struction, souvenirs are being made and
sold and the proceeds will pay for re-
storing one of the world's most famous
J;ip.mr^ i
i in Tokyo are begin-
ning a campaign to obtain equal edu-
cational facilities with men. Many
Japanese universities admit women to
are not regarded as students and get no
credit or degrees. They are demanding
take
The opinions of the pro-
as well as those of the
fere varied. Aside fron
individual differences were the
he departments repre-
sented by Miss Louise Smith, Miss
Balderston, Mr. Zigler, Mr. Walter
Smith, and Mr. Bailey.
r=]
Dividends paid by the bookshop this
year amounted to above two thousant
dollars distributed among eleven nun
dred members of the college, alumna*
and townspeople. Whereas dividend;
of more than five dollars were practi
1926, thirty-two such were paid this
being lent by
During Christmas, vacation, a large
thite oak tree near Stone-Davis Hall
: feet. The operation iswa.- li.iwcivd :
n the New York
Times Current Events examination, to
be held at Wellesley on February 16,
may find useful a pamphlet entitled
How to Read Your Morning News-
paper, copies of which may be obtained
gratis at the History office.
ENGAGEMENTS
According to all signs Cupid
most as busy as Santa Claus
cation. Almost! The
nounced include those of Elizabeth
Nash, '29. to Homer Pierce Cochran,
Princeton '28; Sara-Louise Price, '29,
r S. Coolidge. Jr.; Thelma
rth, '29, to R. Allen Hackett, Wil-
Leah Rose Bernstein, '29, to
Bernard Werthan, University of Penn-
'24; Betheva James, '29, to
Frederick Shillito. University of Michi-
gan '27, Harvard Medical School '31;
Jessica Patton, '29, to Hugh King
universities
|
Wright, Union College '28; and Eleanor
care of all Hubbard. '30. to Walter Holmes, Dart-
$5,000 IN PRIZES GIVEN FOR
COLLEGE STUDENTS' ORATIONS
The National Intercollegiate Oratori-
cal Contest on the Constitution, which
has been conducted for the past four
years by the Better
of California, will
year, according to
today at contest headquarters, 1217 Na-
tional Press Building. Washington.
The prizes will be the same as in
previous years, namely $5,000 in cash,
divided among the seven National
finalists in the following amounts:
First place, $1500; second, $1000; third,
fourth, $550; fifth, $450; sixth,
and seventh, $350. The National
finals will be held in Los Angeles
June 20.
Any bona fide undergraduate student
any university or college in the United
ates is eligible. The orations, which
ist not require more than ten min-
ss for delivery, must be on one oi
the following subjects: The Constitu-
Washington and the Constitution
Hamilton and the Constitution, Jeffer-
.nd the Constitution. Marshall anc
Constitution, Franklin and th<
Constitution, Madison and the Consti-
ltion, Webster and the Constitution,
ad Lincoln and the Constitution.
colleges in each region compete
among themselves, generally by States,
iermine the finalists for each re-
gion. The regional finalists compete
in May to determine the one
speaker from each region who is t<
a place in the National finals. 1
place in the National finals automata
cally carries with it an award ranging
$300 to $1500, accoi
ratings given the different National
finalists.
Colleges may be enrolled in the
test by action of either a collegi
ficial or a student. Entries close March
The spokesman for each college
muse be designated by April 15. Re-
gional semi-finals will be held April 27.
The National finalists of 1928 were:
Carl Albert, University of Oklahoma,
winner of first place; Herbert Wenig,
Stanford University, winner of second
place; Allan Frew. Davidson College.
North Carolina, winner of third place;
Lee F. Lybarger, Jr.. Bucknell Univer-
sity, winner of fourth place; William
H. Conley, Loyola University, Chicago,
winner of fifth place; Philip H. Glat-
felter, Princeton University, winner of
sixth place, and Paul V. Keyser, Jr.,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
winner of seventh place.
The championship of 1927 was won
by H. J. Oberholzer. North Carolina
State Agricultural College; that of 1923
was won by Charles T. Murphy of
Fordham University, and that of 1925
by E. Wight Bakke, Northwestern
University.
For further information, address con-
test headquarters
MISS LEE COMES TO DEFENSE
OF STUDENTS' INDIVIDUALITY
Miss Mary Lee, who last year ques-
tioned the heads of college organizations
Wellesley and ulher colleges in order
the spirit prevailing anions
its replies to editorial
the Times concerning Miss
Samuels. English university debater
[ the lack of individuality
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Permanent Waving a Specialty
colleges where the sorority system
exists. According to Miss Lee, Miss
jels "failed to mention one impor-
ktrl, which is that in the women'.-,
colleges of the highest academic stand-
g in the United States sororities are
it allowed to exist.
Bryn Mawr, Barnard. Radcliffe,
Mount Holyoke. Vassar allow no social
within [lie college which are no'
open to all students who may desire
o join. Smith and Wellesley allow
ocial clubs, but these or^anizatiun-
ave nothing like the influence on the
fe of the colleges which the so-called
fraternities" have on the colleges of
be West and South.
'Continued Page 7, Col.
Winter Sports
Clothes
—Remember the layers and layers of
clothes you had to pile on before going
"sliding"?—and you waddled around,
feeling like a "stuffed pig." NOW you
dash into Slattery's for warm clothes
that allow much freedom of movement,
and still look trim and gay!
^ANGORA TURBANS
"Rags-in-the-hand"—that brighten your





into your boot-top! AH colors, de- t
signed turn-down cuffs. I





The seven women's colleges ol
east are not playing poor. That
is quite definitely established by I
dent Neilson in the current issu
The Atlantic Monthly. That is,
unbiased reader would accept Presi
Neilson's word in the matter, in
light of his experience and the
that he is speaking avowedly in bi
of the other six colleges, as well a
Smith College, and it is only courtesy
to assume of a careful scholar that
statements have been carefully verif
The casual reader, however, would
refuse to admit that anything at al
had been proved, on glancing througr
The Atlantic Monthly for January
Because it is vital to these seven col-
leges to prove to the public that they
do stand in need of benefaction, v
are going deeper into the question
discover just why each one of Pres
dent Neilson's statements is poin









thropists who bestowed such enormous
sums upon the men's universities. In
October Professor William B. Munro
of Harvard published, again in The
Atlantic Monthly, many facts which
seemed to indicate that our colleges
frequently resorted to "conventions in
in need of money
bookkeeping"
than arlually was the case.
The article by President Neilson
which is under discussion comes as a
definite reply to this charge, a contra-
diction in behalf of the women's col-
leges. It is entitled, "The Women's
Colleges Reply," and is so written, tak-
ing up meticulously point by point the
arguments in Professor Munro 's charge,
that the dispute could not possibly end
there. Professor Munro's retort comes
expect, and no doubt a trifle more tart
in tone than President Neilson expected
when he apologized in his own article
for all this wrangling in public.
The result of it is that President
Neilson, despite his good intentions and
his careful work, has seemingly arrived
nowhere, with a lot of unpleasantness
to boot, having been told by his journ-
alistic opponent that his "worldly
sophistication leaves much to be de-
sired" if he "really believes that honor-
ary degrees are never inspired by a
lively hope of largesse."
Surely the cause
leges would have fc
successfully had the president of Smith
published his able article without any
reference to the general charge about
colleges and universities, leaving Pro-
fessor Munro no loophole to reply. "I
was not speaking directly of the
women's colleges in the East and I ca:
prove that what I say is true else
i." It seems that we were hyper
ive in taking all of his charges
ourselves, thi
progressed without childish bickering
id we not attempted to refute
s points in our own case.
One is grateful that our defendant
a man. lest the public be reminded
the story of Joseph Hergesheimei
ife. The author complained to h
le day that on? could never ma:
general statement in the presence
woman, because by nature womi
late frank and active menial ;mc! spir-
itual intercouse among members of the
groups. On these people, of course, will
rest the making of the spirit of the
plan. With Niebuhr, Cannon. Streeter,
Pratt, and Maude Royden to place
things under our noses and to shake
us firmly into consciousness, if we stu-
dents do not react with all kinds of
questions and answers both impetuous
and thoughtful, Heaven alone can
help us.
\ i oii.-m-
Too much cannot be said
pan the subject of our li-
Crime brary; our sense of decency
—and after all it comes
down to that—cannot be appealed to
too often. Pacts elsewhere in the
NEWS show that we are given unusual
privileges in the use of the Library as
compared with other colleges. Then so
much more reprehensible is our abuss
of them. Stealing reserve books is cer-
tainly the acme of college crime. The
librarians recently found it necessary
to remonstrate with the college by
sending a message to house meetings.
and this shows the problem is if any-
things. worse of late. If books continue
to be hidden and taken out without
being signed for, the only course will
be the making of more stringent rules.
And we will have the irresponsible and
amongst us to thank for it.
were so hyp e that they in-
variably hew off the handle taking it
to apply to s. To which his
wife replied. •But dear. I don
WHOSE TURN NOW?
Fortunately, none of us go uncriti-
cized. Unfortunately, some of us turn
a cold shoulder to the opportunity for
improvement through a careful con-
sideration of that often impersonal
Previously in the college
and open criticism of the
Christian Association was voiced first
through the Free Press column by the
college at large, and then through edi-
torial expression in the NEWS. At the
time, little public refutation of the ac-
stification was in-
dulged in by the organization as such.
Apparently, that institution was quietly
and wisely consulting itself and its po-
actually and ideally.
at least, is the obvious infer-
) be drawn from the plan sug-
gested in this issue of the NEWS by the
Christian Association. If it is permis-
play make-believe with the
siness at hand, let us suppose
) I don't mean anything to
them! Why if they only realized—but
t. Maybe I don't. They suggest
t I have failed. Oh, then I've—.
calm, be calm. And intelligent. For
should mean something to them.
They are asking me to. right on paper
print. It certainly is up to me.
'ill go at it just that way which
they have asked for themselves, and
if they cry impatiently for solu-
lo all their problems. I will have
nyself open to them and given
they ask, in so far as it is within
)wer to do so. I will offer what is
to give, and the taking is their
tly and reasonably, may the
Christian Association have thought
Willingly and responsively. it
offers to the students ample means for
considering, discussing and reading
about those problems in which they are
The informal char-
We always feel a keen
A Gentle delight in tripping up our
Reprimand superiors on a technical
ure to point out what seems to us an
; nconsistency practiced by the Welles-
ley College Faculty! The Administra-
tion has wisely ruled that there be
unlimited cuts excepting on calendar
days. Failure to meet a class appoint-
ment is looked upon as the student's
loss, and the matter is left to her dis-
cretion. Yet there are many among
the faculty who persist in holding
cutting of a class against the standing
of a student
dent feels constrained
recitations under these p
sonable cutting is not frowned upon in
the ruling of the Administration and
seems unfair that it should be used
a weapon by some members of t
faculty. Some
of the nature of the work; it is
feasible to make up some types of
than others. But this again is the
cern of the student. When students
attend intercollegiate conferences the
Dean maintains that a pink slip si
not even be necessary for the cl
missed. Yet the student may
trepidation about cutting some co
for fear of being penalized in
standing. Whereas she may feel
fectly easy about others.
When it is a case of Administration
ruling plus student opinion vs.
cutting faculty, surely the latter should
quail and mend their ways!
Free Press Column
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 10 A. M. on
Sunday.
LUCKY DOG
Before the Study Fire,
Sunday Evening, January 6, :
To the Editors of the Collie Neios:
Dear Lovelies:—Finding myself lightly
nentioned in your blow-away she
'George Herbert," the sandy-cc
'cur of low degree!," I have been <
excuse for your language. We come o
"a bold and noble race" and are es
pecially noted for being "cheerful i]
look, and always attracting friends am
strangers by the elegance and tin
benignity" of our "manner and ad
dress." We are especially interested ii
explain that I, though but a puppy yet
outdo Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde by lead
ing a triple life. On the Campus I an
a frisky vagabond, very hospitable in
invitinc myself to all feasts and
bage pails accessible; at 70 i
Street, I am a groomed and r.
Brynhild. with my own sanitary
cnair and tied and my <
on Abraham's right knf
Italian quarter I am Fanny, playmate
of five children and out-romping them
all. When I made my summer sojourn
on the Campus, I was Fanny, with my
Italian ownership well attested by pur-





je in doubt as to
ollege on the re-
used. The Quiet
Hour ruling does not meet with the ap-
proval of the student body. All of
which seems to prove that where elas-
fail house meetings can
Why not?
PATCHING UP AN OLD BREACH
In the January number of The Fo-
unt, Dr. Kirtley Mather, one time ex-
change professor at Wellesley, has writ-
an article, again justifying science
religion as team-mates. He speaks
be way in which a geologist faces
God. A fellow-scientist, a professor of
sociology at Smith, the conservative
is glad to note, was recently se-
verely reprimanded for suggesting that
scientists felt that the Ten Command-
ments could be supplanted by mental
hygiene.
figure and by
i feminine pride in my
.
great moral effort
me with fudge and frosting and i:
such digestive frivolities.
"Press me not to take more pleasure
In this world of sugar'd lies,
Than my strict, yet welcome size
Fanny-Campana-George-
Herbert-Brynhild.
i the use of library books,
e a fine of more than two
is paid on each book
circulated from the University Library.
le year 299 books were
found in the students' rooms, and more
than half of these had never been re-
corded as loans from the library. The
previous year the proportion of such
<s had been even larger. The ex-
ace of these records explains only
clearly one of the problems of col-
The Wellesley students
i being allowed free access to t
:rve shelves. In Bryn Mawr all
anotncr wait in line. This privi-
lege of using open reserve shelves is
constantly abused in Wellesley, and
for such courses as History 103.
A few suggestions for emergency
songs for the college in this period of
depression.
You're the pill in my pocket,
You're the Vicks 1 on my chest,
You have come to be my necessity
While I'm held as a pest.
The infirmary is full!
The infirmary is full!
Hey! HO! The flu bug Oh!
The infirmary is full.
I can't give you anything but germs,
baby;
I am full of little things that squirm,
Till that lucky day when flu scares
I can't give you anything but germs!
Even upperclassmen do it-
There'/ a raidbow roudd i
Add id vids be lige a t
Add I'b zhoutigg zo the v
I've god a gold.




You said, "I've \
single query popped c
I'LL GET YOU YET
Four years I've passed yoi
Four years I've
And still I turn my eye,
Your cold serenity to try
And longer shall I wait?
(Why do I hesitate?)
Oh, I myself berate
For playing fool of Fate.
Before life taketh me,
From college, young and 1
I'll climb you. blasted tr








Various forms of locomoti
Home
ChriMni. s (jewelry, objets d'art.
Literatures are often thoughtlessly left
ables or in rooms where they are
likely to be sought. It is said that
of the Psychology professors spent























Some things will go so far and no
farther, and so it is with the theme of
The Royal Family. This is a fairly
original idea and one that readily ap-
peals to the public always thirsty fo
insight into the ways of actors an<
actresses. The play sketches the dail;
life of a famous theatrical family, ant
certainly a more temperamental, hec-
tic and tumultuous group than the Ca
vendishes never existed, although
George Kaufman and Edna Perber are
said to have based their play on the
life of the Barrymores. Even so, the
lilliputian hysteria is highly amusing
But when the end of the swift-moving
second act is reached, the idea begins
to play itself out. By that time there
can be no doubt that the home mo-
ments of a stage celebrity are a wild
flurry, but that despite family difficul-
ties the Cavendishes are completely
held by the footlights.
Here was the place to stop, for a
good idea without plot, even when
blessed with the wit of two clever
authors, is apt to pall. There were
some very neat and wholly good-
natured thrusts at the Theatre Guild;
The Royal Family to have started a
fad for two-act plays as well as pok-
ing fun at longer ones. The third act
carries on weakly until the final
triumph of the indominitable family
strain represented by Fanny Caven-
I, for
re returned the 1






i the only! Cavendish
important thing, and even "marriage
is an incident." Of course Fanny dies
happy with daughter and grand-
daughter, son and great-grandson
(aged some odd months) all about to
whirl into rehearsals.
The cast was successful in the dif-
ficult task of behaving theatrical in
speech and gesture. All the women
managed a goodly number of fantastic
clothes. Without doubt, the con-
fast and tea trays to nourish this
amazing family during all the three
acts was most telling bits of atmo-
COMING CONCERTS
SYMPHONY HALL
Jan. 20 3.30 Walter Gieseking.
pianist
Jan. 21 8.15 Boston Symphony
Orchestra
Jan. 25 3.30 Boston Symphony
Orchestra
Jan. 26 8.15 Boston Symphony
Jan. 27 Lawrence Tibbet,
THE THEATRICAL SCENE
The final week of the Theatre Guild
season in Boston begins on Monday,
January 21st, when Volpone, Ben Jon-
son's hilarious classical comedy, goes
into its second week at the Hollis Street
Theatre. The comedy has been recog-
nized as one of the most humorous and
the most biting exposures of human
greed for money that ever has been
written. The Guild is presenting Ste-
fan Zweig's modernized version of Jon-
son's original. Philip Moeller directed
the Guild production and Lee Simonson
designed the colorfiU settings and cos-
ent version has been completely mod-
ernized by Stefan Zweig. an Austrian.
Volpone had a triumphant run of six
months through the summer at the
Guild Theatre in New York.
The story is of Volpone (The Fox), a
very rich Venetian without wife, chil-
dren or other relatives, who pretends
to be dying in order to make his fri
fawn about him in the hope of
coming his heirs. Mosca, his kn£
confederate, persuades each of these
greedy friends that he is named the
sole heir to Volpone's riches, and there-
by forces each one to make Volpone
costly gifts as a token of friendship. In
it are such varied crookeries as are sel-
dom imagined by the commonplace de-
visors of crook plays of today. And
then it is not only offered as ludicrous
farce, but also a moral preachment
against greed and dishonesty, all the
more effective for its exhilarating
The cast is made up of the same
players who appeared in the Guild's
third Boston presentation of this sea-
son, Marco Millions—Margalo Gillmore,
Earle Larimore. Henry Travers. Claude
Rains, Philip Leigh. Whitford Kane
and Morris Carnovsky.
The much-heralded court-room play,
The Trial of Mary Dugan, is coming to
the Wilbur the week of January 21.
"It is masterly melodrama by Bayard
Veiller, expertly produced, capably
acted. The stage, upon which the cur-
tain does not fall, represents the court-
room; the audience sits as jury; to and
fro goes the suspense of a mystifying
pursuit of guilt among the innocent.
Novel, preposterous, engrossing. Gene-
vieve Tobin, recently returned from
London, will play the part of the much-
enduring Mary: Arthur Hohl, the dis-
trict attorney; Cyril Keightley, the
lawyer for the defense; Robert Wil-
liams, Jimmy Dugan."
The arrival of the Scandals at the
Shubert should put many people on the
Crest of a Wave. Harry Richman and
Ann Pennington herself are coming
Shades of Blossom Time and The
Student Prince! White Lilacs at the
Majestic is for those who like their
play-going in lullaby form, faintly
flavored with lavendar or, this time,
lilac. Chopin, George Sand and then-
circle are led into operetta for much
mors, not too much plausibility. The
New York cast is promised for Boston.
In the last are De Wolf Hopper, Guy




Thursday, January 17 at 8 c
"Married and How!
Jan. 18 and 19
Ion. and Tues., Jan. 21 and 22
"Diamond Handcuffs"
"No Place to Go"
Wednesday, January 23
"Horsemen of the Plains"
FOCUSSED ON THE SCREEN
III
' ~
The Phidelah Rice Players are con- M, $4-50 1 A matter
tinuing with their unusually popular
of loof^sThursday evening performances at the prjf|Pn toumst
Playhouse. This evening's presentation Wm toiletis a comedy in three acts by Ray Hodg-
don, Married and How. •*""•' !
On Friday and Saturday, the 18th ^glan set
and 19th, Buster Keaton appears in Look in Jordan's sport shop
The Cameraman, and a Technicolor




won t be overlooked when those
be shown on the same bill. Buster \ki ; y • i ~^~~ % . Carnival bids are due
Keaton gives his audience a rapid suc-
cession of laughs at comedy which is %,f^t^r •
. j '-^j^ I
not too slapstick; as a would-be news-
reel cameraman he makes countless Swagger winter-sports
thrilling escapes and enough stupid —a compact and most convenient
j
I
ensemblesblunders to render it a big surprise case for your own toilet articles,
when he does succeed in getting his
job and the girl he loves at the same and puff case. Varied and at-
tractive colored silks with white
' Second Floor Main Store
No Place to Go, a story of the South rubber lining.
Sea, with Mary Astor and Lloyd
JORDAN MARSH
and Tuesday, January 21 and 22, to-
The World's Greatest Leather Stores
COMPANYgether with Diamond Handcuffs. In Be-sion. 167 Tremor,, St.. I.mporar, quartos
the former, a young girl leaves her
N.„ 1.-IHI .Mi.•(..' 1,, fl,....,J„..w
mother's yacht and seeks love "on the
Dealer. Throuiihoul The World
second feature is inspired by a theme
On Wednesday, the 23rd, Tom Mix
in Horsemen of the Plains will be seen
SUE PAGE STUDIO ^ Photographs
at the Playhouse, with a new heroine.
Sally Blane.






"•HE air map of America is now in the
the ground.
naking-
Ten years ago, there were 218 miles of air mail routes with
two station stops; to-day, a network of sky roads bridges
the country from the Atlantic to the Pacific and from
Canada to the Gulf of Mexico.
Can you imagine this growth without electricity—without
illuminated airports—without trunk lines studded with
electric beacons?
Men of vision are building for increasing traffic of the ait.
Soon, the skies will be filled with commerce.
Just as electricity is helping to conquer the air, the land,
and the sea to-day, so to-morrow it will lead to greater
accornr>l"-r,mpnr ': '" oviorlnn and in pvpry human activity
GENERAL ELECTRIC
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS





were due on December 15. Seniors whc
have not yet returned theirs are askec
to do so at once. This early date k
necessary in order to give the Bureau
time to obtain credentials from the
faculty and to tabulate the registrant;
bafore the requests for credentials come
from employers in the early spring
At the same time, the Director wishes
to urge seniors to register while in col-
lege, and to attend to it promptly.
Even for those who intend to study or
whose plans are definitely determined
for next year, registration is desirable
for future use, and in order that the






Alice I. Perry Wood,
EDUCATION PAYS
Current Conditions, a review issuei
by the National Employment Ex
change of New York, gives the follow
ing conclusions which are based upoi
an investigation of nearly five thousam
persons scattered over the country re
garding the relation of income to edu
2. The grammar school graduate'
come increases in small annua
crements (approx. $40 per yr.) and
reaches a maximum around age o:
3. The high school graduate's incomi
increases in larger increments <ap
prox. $70 per yr.) and continues t<
increase for 5 years longer than doe:
the grammar school graduate's.
4. The college graduate's income in'
creases in still larger increments
(approx. $125 per yr.) and continues
to increase for 15 years longer than
does the high school graduate's.
5. The maximum income reached by
the grammar school graduate, $1700
at age of 40, is reached and passed
by the high school graduate before
6. The maximum income reached by
the high school graduate, $2800 at
age 45, is reached and passed by the
college graduate at about age 32.
OUR CONTEMPORARIES
that i "peculiarly appropri-
ate that my technique is quite similar
to that of Miilay," and pursues in clas-
sic meter the career of his offspring
from the cradle to the college, dilating
joyously on the modernities. Then
due apologies for anon
preserve any illusions
might hold regarding ]
A thought for Step Singing from Co-
lumbia: annual compulsory song tests
are held by those awesome orders, the
Vigilance Committee and the Black
Avengers, and the freshmen so un-
seized and soused by sophomores,
perched on a fence, and forced to carol
there until justice, by now deaf as well
;s attended
abroad m sm-'inL:
at the Town Hall in New York City
December twenty-second. The let
of congratulations received by 1
Thompson from Gerald Reynolds, 1
Conductor of the Women's University
Glee Club, is printed
issue. The praises
partial audience wei
next day's metropolitan papers which
rendered a unanimously favorable
opinion. The comment which appeared
in the Morning Telegraph for Su
"Whether the expenditure of energy
and extravagance of gesture
sential only Randall Thompsi
self knows best, but the net result of
the presence of the Choir's efforts un-
der his direction, was decidedly worth-
while. Precision of attack was instant-
ly noticeable. Excellent pitch, richness
of tone masses, and generally beautiful
blendings of different sections
abounding. The mezzo-contraltos
ished an especially luscious
to the Choir. Now tell me
no mezzo-contraltos. They sounded
that way nevertheless, ai
enough in the scale to hai
"The program had been selected with
fine taste and a regard for
coloring.
"The church melodies furnished the
Choir with its finest opportunity for
true musical efforts, and
lish gave the girls a chance to trip it
on the tongue quickly, and
quickly, and to extract a
"A large and happy crowd heard the
Choir with unquestionable joy.
we say to the friends of Wellesley
College, that in our opinion, this Choir
is one of the very finest organizations
to which we have listened for a long
time—and we include in the statement
not only women's colleges, but men's
Letter Received
Even warmer praise was received.
Gerald Reynolds. Conductor of the
Women's University Glee Club of New
York City paid this tribute:
"New York City,
"December 23, 1928.
"My dear Randall Thompson:
"I am writing this to you with i
demand rather than a request that i
be given to the Wellesley College pub
lication for printing in some issue.
"Your concert last night in Town
Hall was so enjoyable and so significant
that it compels serious attention from
The Choir sang with such
of what it was performing
and with a musical feeling that is so
important for an adequate interpreta-
tion. One can take for granted the
fresh, lovely voices and the enthusiastic
spontaneity as characteristics of
charming youth but these have been
so well directed that a control making
for fine performance has resulted.
"What they and you are doing is
most important if the enormous gifts
towards an adequate expression. The
next generation already gives promise
of such resource that one is almost
fearful at being a part in its guidance.
The more comfort for us then when
we hear such a program sung so well
by the Wellesley Choir.
"Dr. Davidson's example at Harvard
has borne much fruit in a decade, but
le women's colleges.
"May I wish the Choir and you al
ie successes your work is deserving
the characteristic remark of my Cel
: ancestor: 'More power to ye!'
"Sincerely,
"GERALD REYNOLDS,
"Conductor of the Women'























8 Church Street Wellesley
Hotel Martha Washington
(Exclusively for Women)
29 East 29th Street 30 East 30th Street
NEW YORK CITY
The Ideal Residence for Those Coming to Town for Shopping, the Theatres
or to Enjoy the Many Cultural Advantages Offered in New York.
DAILY RATES — NONE HIGHER
Ko.'ni^ with Running Water
For Two





With the death of Elinor Wylie,
modern literature has seen the passing
of one whose work belonged to another
and more perfect age. In Black Armour,
an article in the Saturday Review for
December 29, there is an excellent ap-
preciation of the talent of this writer
who, in an age when free verse and
uncontrolled realism were paramount,
wrought books with meticulous care
and adequate restraint. The subtle
beauty of her novels lies in this rare,
cultured style, in the "hard and shin-
ing outlines." There is a distinct
charm too in her theory of a "fleeting
yet ponderable beauty."
Her poetry inclined to short, sophis-
ticated verses exhibiting restraint and
avoidance of swift, passionate impulse.
Her novels often showed distinct poetic
tendencies. The first of these, Jennifer
Lorn, has a quiet charm, a simplicity
and a perfection of expression that are
even more evident in the later novels.
Orphan Angel and Mr. Hodge and Mr.
Hazard are likewise subtle, simple and
even more inclined to the regular
rhythms of poetry. All of the work
provides excellent examples of what
has been called her "exquisite artiflci-
alit: In
summing up of her worth: "Elinor Wy-
lie, both in poetry and prose, was
essentially the aristocrat as that term
notes at once privilege, manner, self-
discipline, and disdain of the petty, the
gross, the mean .... Her work was
never easy; it was counter to the
broader currents of her times—fine
goldsmith's work, intaglios, medallions,
cut gems and engraved crystal not
the dynamos and skyscrapers of art."
Of interest, surely, to Wellesley is
the announcement concerning the col-
lection of the papers of James Boswell
by Colonel Ralph Isham, with whom
Miss Elizabeth Manwaring of the
English Department had the pleasure
of working. The editor of the collec-
tion is Mr. Geoffrey Scott. Already six
of the sixteen projected volumes are
awaiting publication. They include:
1. The Early Papers and The Oath. 2.
Zelide, and Papers in Holland. 3. Tour
in Germany. 4. Boswell with Rous-
seau and Voltaire. 5. Porzia Sanse-
doni: Papers in Italy. 6. The Making
of the Life of Johnson. The price of
the first six volumes is $350, of the en-
tire $900. 570 copii
be published.
of .
(Continued Page 4, Col.
many hours looking for a book, and
the day after it was found it dis-
appeared again.
Entrance into the stacks is another
privilege of Wellesley students. Har-
vard allows only its post-graduate
i thes the
same ruling is found in many other
colleges. Because of the modern
methods of grouping books on related
subjects together, students who can go
directly to the shelves often find valu-
able additional material which they
might not have found through the use
of the files.
Wellesley students would do well to
realize that they are honored by being
given these opportunities and they
should consider how much time and
energy must be wasted not only by the
Library staff but also by the Faculty
and their fellow students if these
privileges are used carelessly.
A. K. X. MOVIE
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SUGGESTION TOR DISCUSSION
GROUP OF OUTSTANDING BOOKS
It was announced in the NEWS be-
the faculty had agreed to meet inform-
ally with any group of girls who wished
to read together some of the outstand-
ing books of the last year. It has
seemed to so many of us that reading,
other than that required in our courses,
or that which we do for pure relaxa-
tion, is not done here on campus. It is
with this thought in mind that books
and topics have been suggested.
If you wish to join such a group will
you sign on the Christian Association
Board or leave your name in the Chris-
tian Association Office. These groups
are to be informal, no preparation,
simply a reading together and discuss-
ing pro and con the book which you
may choose. The time and place will
be chosen at the will of the group.
They are not classes. The leader has
been asked so that there may be some-
one who can help lead the discussion
and may bring to the group a some-
what mature point of view.
The groups suggested are:
—
Does Civilization Need Religion?
Reinhold Niebuhr
limitations of religion. If religion is
to be socially effective, idealists will be
forced to detach themselves from the
dominant secular desires of the nations
as well as from the greed of economic
groups. Probably Miss Elizabeth Frost
will meet with this group.
Reality Cannon Streeter
A much discussed and perhaps one
of the most highly praised books pub-
lished in this last year.
I Believe Maude Royden
Miss Royden gives in this book the
main factors of her beliefs. Miss Frost
ead with this group.
;roup considering the problems of
rn Worship and some of its essen-
M'>
'. relationship of Christianity to
other Religions will be led by Doctor
Wellman probably reading India and
aiths by J. B. Pratt.
group reading Religious Poetry
which will be led by Miss Katy Boyd
ie Impatience of a Parson
by Dick Shepard
This is a very keen attack on the
lurch and is full of interesting ma-
terial. Miss Eliza Kendrick will meet
Psycho-analysis for Normal People
Dr. Martin wishes especially to have
is group for freshmen and will con-
ier in it the adaptation of the in-
dividual to life.
(Continued from Page 3, Col. 3)
For the change from the old, col-
mass-minded attitude of ed-
its to the new, individualistic,
lerian college life. It shows
particularly in the new activities of col-
ege students. Undergraduates at
ramen's colleges no longer devote their
nthusiasms to their dormitory, their
lass, their team. They no longer go
o "singsong" nights, or act in the old
mateur rollicking plays. Their plays
.re today the serious production of
workshops" and experimental theatres,
produced under the guidance of profes-
nals, commented on often by critics
the dramatic world outside the col-
e. Their glee clubs have given way
trained choruses, which render clas-
sical music of the highest character.
They will ride, swim, play golf, tennis,
hockey, basketball or polo, but they will
no longer go and "root" for teams.
They take courses in philosophy and
the history of religions, but they will
no longer attend chapel or accept
creeds. They choose their student
leaders from among the most intelli-
gent of their fellow-students—Phi Beta
Kappa members today frequently hold
the highest college offices—entirely
without regard to family, to back-
ground or to wealth. Never in the his-
tory of American colleges has the spirit
of liberty for the individual student
been so strong as it is in the best of the
women's colleges today.
The Northern colleges have indeed
through the "new plan" of the college
selecting students for indi-
vidual power rather than for accumu-
lated subject-matter. The result is this
more individualized type of student.
The women's colleges, recognizing the
greater ability of the newer type of
student, are making daring experiments
in allowing her to educate herself. The
tutorial system and the reading periods
at Radcliffe, the introduction of the
laboratory method in teaching art,
music and drama at Vassar and Mount
Holyoke, the honors course and junior
year in France at Smith, the general
examination, which is making its way
into all colleges of higher standing,
are all recognition by the colleges of the
greater indiviual capacity of the stu-
dents within their gates.
The comments of Miss Samuels on
the lack of individuality among sorority
jf the stultifying effect
the
'ay representativ
; of colleges fc
TURKISH REFORMS DISCUSSED
AT AGORA BY MRS. HUNTINGTON
Mrs. George Huntington, wife of the
vice-president of Robert College, Con-
stantinople, and an organizer of relief
work in the Near East in 1916, talked
informally at Agora on Sunday after-
noon before members of the Service
Fund Committee and a group invited
by Miss George and Miss Miller of
History department.
She discussed the Turkish social
form in the discarding of the veil
the equality law passed in 1926, the
ligious reform in the abolition of the
Caliphate and the reform of mosque
worship, and the enducational reform
in the increase and improvement in
medical and general schools and the
sending of their graduates to small
towns and in the use of the Latin
alphabet. The American colleges says
Mrs. Huntington, are valuable in
eating the natives without denaturaliz-
ing them, in promoting international
peace and religious tolerance, besides
supplementing the inadequate native
education.
"QUESTION MARK" SETS RECORD
IN RECENT 150 HOUR FLIGHT
The Fokker plane, The Question
Mark, which remained in the air from
7.24 A.M. on January 1, until 2.07
P.M., January 7, has broken all pre-
vious records for heavier than air fly-
ing. Before The Question Mark's
amazing feat, the Graf Zeppelin which
recently flew to America, had estab-
lished the world's record in staying
aloft 111 hours.
The most important feature of the
flight was the refueling of the plane in
mid-air. Every eight hours a feeder
plane approached the Fokker and, fly-
feed t the
plane below. After the hose was con-
nected, 250 gallons of gasoline flowing
at the rate of 75 gallons a minute were
shot in. This procedure is not as sim-
ple as it sounds as an object as small
as a narrow-mouthed hose is difficult
of the aii-men is
performance of the engines. Five men
under the leadership of Major Carl
Spatz continued the navigation of the
plane during the six day flight without
ceasing. The fact that men can stand
such a strain for so long a period opens
up new channels in aerial transporta-
For Sick Room Cheerfulness
For the indisposed and
convalescent there can
be nothing finer than
some lovely flowers. In
bright colors that cheer
and help make better.
THE FLORIST
Tel. Well. 0700 t, S&CenhillSiird
KELLOGG PACT DISCUSSED
"Since it is almost certain that the
Kellogg pact will be ratified sooner or
later, our big job is not to work for the
treaty or exhaust ourselves cheering
when the treaty is ratified. Our job is
to try to make the treaty mean some-
thing. The first instalment on that job
is not to make fools of ourselves by
accompanying the ratification of a
















a this nearby land of long-leafed pines, facilities tor every
port have been expertly developed. You'll find five famous
lonald J. Ross golf courses; smooth-gaited horses that enjoy
canter as much as their riders; flawless tennis courts; polo,
Hooting and other sports followed by delightful evenings of
lieerful atmosphere, luxurious service and a cuisine that make.
ed for the holidays. Come with your nd family.
'<*
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEW.S
The Marquis Enjoys American Informality;
Being A Genileman Of Course He Prefers
When the Marquis Fiorvanti rd
to Italy on completing: the C. I. E.
dent tour which brought him to
lesley last weefc, he is going to
member "American informality" as
of the things he liked best about
States. The breezy swing of life
is congenial to the young man :
Italy, where co-cd institutions an
unheard of phenomena, and where
young ladies attend dances only
chaperoned by their parents,
girls who pursue study In Italy attend
the University each day under the
tection of a Nun usually, who escorts
them to and from their homes." the
Marquis explained. Yet Mr. Fiorvanti
was far from abashed by our unre-
strained feminism, and was enthu-
siastic in his appreciation of our col-
leges. The Wellesley campus he found
to be "multa bella."
Mr. Fiorvanti was guided ab^ut the
grounds by Kathryn Wiehe, president
of the Circulo Italiano. and was later
entertained at a tea given by the Col-
lege Government Association in his
Miller, ex-president; . -Ti
Mr
travel in this a.initrv ha- already seen
much of the east. He likes New York
and thinks Washington beautiful,
expressed a decided preference
Pittsburgh, "which is nice, if a
smutly." However, the possibility
suburban living appealed to him a
fine way to avoid the city while being
near enough to enjoy its advantages
While in this vicinity hs visited Tech
and from Boston left for Northampton
and Amherst. If Smith is to offer com-
petition for Mr. Fiorvanti's opinion of
Wellesley, she must produce many
blondes, for this dashing Latin bru-
\v.v !
ested in seeing t
blondes as possible. The Italian ladie;
aven tresses have evidently pallec
his taste. Or perhaps he has beer
ig our better American fiction ant
has made the discovery that "Gentle-
( AIINDAK
1 To Ruth Johnson Burkholder,
David Craig. December 9. 1928.
7 To Hazel Uaarman Woll,
The Wellesley Thrift Shop
^really appreciates the contribu-
tion- rr< lived I'rnm llir (..ulk'k'c
ln lore Christni.i-. ami urniM bu
ALUMNAE NOTES
Engaged
'21 Natalie Noyes Nickerson to Mr.
Thompson Morris Wakeley, Cornell '20.
'25 Mildred Wetten to Mr. Thomas
Chalmers Ingersoll of Beloit, Wisconsin.
'26 Florence Phillips to Mr. Theo-
dore Carter Cooke.
'27 Anita W. Wengorovius to Mr.
James Kenneth Loughry. Wesleyan '26.
'28 Adeline Caplan to Mr. Raymond
Ginzberg. Tufts '25, B. U. Law '28.
Elizabeth Cutler to Mr. Charles
Bradford Mitchell, Wesleyan '28.
Married
'18 Marion Wright to Mr. Murray S.
Moore. Amherst '18, December 8, 1928.
'19 Isabel Boyd to Mr. Edwin Has-
brouck Proudfit, Princeton '19, Decem-
ber 14. 1928.
Katherine G. Vose to Mr. James Mc-
Lelland. December 21, 1928.
'22 Carolyn Henrietta Long to Mr.
Stanley Gerson Heyman, Dec. 27, 1928.
'25 Frances Lewis to Mr. Laurence
Lindsley. Address: 49 South Clenlon
Street, East Orange, N. J.
'26 Dorothy Harcourt to Mr. James
Hutcheson Wells, December 15, 1928.
'28 Helen van Dernoot to Dr. Samuel
Rosen, graduate of Syracuse University,
November 26. 1928.
'83 Mary Dudli> Fc'.kt :.
22. 1928. in Rochester, N. H.
ex-'84 Eva L. Mathews. Mother
perior of the Episcopal Order of the
Trnnsnp.uration of Cincinnati
ver, Colorado.
'93 Alice Maude Barbour. December
14, 1928. in Derby, Conn.
'94 Lillian Quimby, June 6. 1928,
'99 Gertrude Peine Peck November
17, 1928, in Philadelphia, Pa.
'00 Annie M. Waldron
1928. in Portland, Me.
'06 and "08 Mr. Julius H. Whiting,
father of Ruth Whiting Darbishire '06,
Mary B. Whiting '08. Dorothy Whiting
Terrell ex-'16. and Caroline Whiting '18,
December 11, 1928, in Winsted. Conn.
'18 Helen Lent Jay. November 9,
1928. in Pittsburgh. Pa.
'21 Margaret Brickner Franklin, in
'22 Infant son of Elizabeth Drake
Frey, November 18, 1928.
'28 Emelia Sternberger. January 3,
in Paris, France.
Annual Clearance Sale




Open Evenings Until 9 O'Clock
WELCOME!
Best Wishes For 1929
TO RESOLVE:
If you resolve to deal with thi>




Friday, January 25, 192S













are cordially invited to avail themselves of the
facilities offered by this bank. We solicit your
Checking and Savings Accounts and assure you
that any business entrusted to us will receive our
best attention.
Safe Deposit Boxes for rent $5.00 per An-
l and up.
The Wellesley National Bank
Capital $150,000 Surplus $250,000
AT WELLESLEY INN
" When dreary without














A most charming and unusual array of evening slippers! Here you
will find glittering gold and silver brocades, smart satins,
$6.00 a"d beautif"^ colored suedes! Slippers dyed to ClflCfl
match your gown at only $1 per pair.
Wilbarjs fc:
WELLESLEY SHOP
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taught to play by note in regular pro
fessional chord style. In your ver;
first lesson you will be able to play i
popular number by note.
SEND FOR IT ON APPROVAL
The "Hallmark Self-Instructor."
the title of this method. Eight years
were required to perfect this great
work. The entire course with the
necessary examination sheets, is bound
in one volume. The first lesson is un-




Upon the student returning any copy
f the "Hallmark Self-Instructor" with




d in full, upon written request.
The Publishers are anxious to place
'Self-Instructor" in the hands of
lovers all over the country, and
proposition to agents. Send for
copy today. Address The "Hallmark
j
Self-Instructor" Station G, Post Office
11. New York. N. Y.
\ork-
thejewd of Hinqhrnd
epi J,. . r i . ....: !ii,-km- rudors, bold Eliza-
bethans and gallant Cavaliers.







treasure house of stained glass. To contemplate this
1,300 year old temple, with its Jesse window, Five
Sisters window and lofty vaulting, is a sight ever to
be remembered.
Up and do E.i't Co.isr ,,f t'-n-I.ind ,
*&.




OF ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND'
